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Noun Suggests IFC Alex Block Sir A. W .. G. Ewing To be Featured 
Modify Dorm Requests Named N~w Speaker At Fall Convocation Sat., 
Tuesday night's Inter-F:t~: :::~t: Although no ruling was Sports Editor . by Penny Oswald 
ity Council wasn't as dramatic as made, it was implied that the in-
the previous meeting one week dependent, while having to obey 
ago, but it was just as important. the rules of the fraternity, would 
The administration, after being have a voice in the formulation 
stirred out of a slumber by the of these rules. 
action taken last week sent two Dean Noun, advisor to IFC, 
representatives to form a better was also present, and made the 
working relationship with IFC. following comments on the pro-
Sam Burd, a lab assistant at posals for fraternity house rules 
the college, who is also in charge that IFC had submitted last 
of the complex housing, attended spring. . 
Alex Block has been appointed 
Sports Editor of the Ithacan, it 
was announced today by Editor-
in-Chief Rene Burrough. 
Block, a junior in the school 
of business, will replace former 
editor Bill Goodhue, who resigned 
two weeks ago. 
Block's appointment is effect-
ive this issue. 
~ , • " • •• ' ,. ?"::,,.' 
,, ',, , /' ' ,,, , " I Sir Alexander W. G. Ewing, 
I 
Emeritus Professor of the Uni-
versity of Manchester, will ad-
. dress the Fall Convocation on 
Saturday, October 22, at 10 a.m., 
the meeting to help work out He said that as the proposals 
some of the problems concerning stand right now it was impossible 
the new dormitories. for the administration to grant AAUP Votes To 
He first stated the reason for them at this time. 
I in the gymnasium. He will speak 
on "Child Communication: A 
Universal Need." At the convo-
cation the Ithaca College Speech 
and Hearing Clinic will be 
named in his honor. Ithaca Col-
lege will award Sir Alexander 
Ewing an honorary degree of 
Doctor of Humane Letters. 
fraternities not being able to The proposals were for liquor 
display their banners on the at all fraternity functions, and 
houses. The houses are still complete open house every Sun-
owned by the contractors, and day afternoon from 2 - 5. 
are being financed by the Federal Noun then suggested that a 
Government as dormitories, not as new committee be formed to re-
Fraternity houses. If the houses vise the proposals with the fol-
were given to the Greeks at this lowing suggestions. 
time the school would lose the Since the liquor p1oposal was 
Cooperate for 
New Policy 
Th Ithaca College Chapter of 
the American Association of 
University Professors has voted 
Sir Alexander Ewing, formerly 
Professor and Director of the 
Department of Audiology and 
Education of the Deaf at the 
Victoria University of Manches-
ter in England, started his long 
and honorable career in the field 
of audiology at the University 
of Edinburgh, Scotland. He re-
ceived his M.A. from this school. loan for the complex. impractical as stated (the pro-
The second concern was the posal was written to the effect to cooperate with the appropri- After a military tour of duty 
he was appointed a teacher in 
the Royal Institute for the Deaf 
in Edinburgh. Ewing gained val-
uable experience in teaching· the 
transition from the manual to 
the oral method of deaf educa-
tion. He received a first class in 
the Teachers' Diploma and Uni-
versity Certification for Teach-
ers of the Deaf. He taught at the 
Royal Institute until 1922. 
fact that some of the independ- that two liquor commissioners ate student organization in order 
cnts are not· satisfied with the and one campus patrolman he to formulate principles and 
ruling that they must obey the present at all functions having standards "for the governance of 
house rules set up by the fra- (Continued on page S) 
City of Ithaca Gives 
IC Voting Machine 
by Jim Clark 
City Clerk George Bline has 
announced that Ithaca College 
has been presented with a vote 
recording machine. 
Through the efforts of Dr. 
William Willis 
To Speak On 
Raft Voyage 
by Alan Hyman 
William Willis, world traveler, 
will speak on "204 Days West 
By Raft" on Tuesday, October 
25 in the Union Recreation Room 
at 8:15 p.m. 
At the age of 70, William 
" Willis took off in a 34-foot home-
made raft all alone for the 
longest non-stop solo voyage in 
history-7,450 miles from Peru 
to Western Samoa in 130 days. 
Given up for lost on both legs 
of bis highly eventful trip, he 
miraculously survived an runaz-
ing series of setbacks-broken 
rudders, relentless storms, crash-
ing through the Great Barrier 
Reef, nealy driven ashore on the 
cannibal infested Melanesian 
Islands,· etc. In addition he suf-
f-ered a broken bone in -his back 
that left him paralyzed form 
the waist-down for six storm 
tossed days. He pulled through 
by putting himself in ,traction 
the hard way--fulnging from the 
Yard-arm by his ankles! 
:< As the name of his raft lndi· 
i• cates, The Age Unlimited, Mr. 
Willis made this voyage to focus 
mankind's attention on the fact 
that our "Sen!ior Citizens" 
shouldn't be retired and cast off; 
that one can be as young as he 
··. wants to be and can compete 
.:· With youth physically as well as 
mentally. 
i 
Alvin Knepper, the machine was 
given to the Political Science De-
partment 
The machine, to be adminis-
tered and maintained by Stu-
dent Government, will enable 
I.e. students to accurately and 
permanently record and tally all 
votes cast in all campus wide 
elections. 
Student Congres:, wishes to 
thank all those whose effort 
made this acquisition possible. 
The generosity of the city has 
made it possible for students to 
exercise their choice more effi-
ciently and prepares them for 
using their voting franchise in 
national, state, and local elec-
tions. 
The machine will get its first 
use in the Political Science 
sponsored "mock" Gubernatorial 
election Nov. 1. 
Ed. Note: The voting machine 
was given to the college in order 
to facilitate the Mock Election. 
For story see page 2. 
Poli Sci Club 
To Start 
On Campus 
A new Political Science club 
has been primarily organized by 
students of the Government De-
partment. An organizational 
meeting will be held Thursday, 
Oct. 20 in the Job Room of the 
union. 
Coffee will be served and 
then students will discuss and 
set up the structure of the club 
during the regular meal hour. 
All students regardless of ma· 
jor are welcomed to this dinner 
hour meeting. Anyone with ques-
tions is urged to contact Jon 
cutler. 
student publications." 
This unusual action was taken 
at the October 10 meeting of the 
chapter, the first of the aca-
demic year. 
Charged with this assignment 
is the organization's Committee 
on Academic Freedom and 
Tenure, consisting of Professors 
KEmneth Hendrickson (History; 
Chairman), Asher Baizer (Eng-
lish) and Heinz Koch (Chemis-
try). 
Convocation Speaker, Sir Alexander Ewing 
From 1922-44 Ewing set up an 
audiology clinic in the Man-
chester area. This clinic acted as 
a referral agency for children 
and adults with hearing and 
Professor Clarence Murphy 
(Chemistry; Chapter president) 
informed the chapter, which has 
the largest enrollment in its his-
tory, that preparations for the 
State Conference, to be held on 
the Ithaca campus next April, 
have virtually been completed. 
speech problems. He was asked 
American Chemical Society ;~:e!t~e d:!uc:~:~n.00~~: 
A d., Ch • D J tarded children, stutterers, cleft ccre its emtstry ept. ! palate ~nd c~rebral palsy cases, dysphas1c children and adults. 
chair- From 1923-24 he was also in The Chemistry Department of 
1thaca College has received ac-
creditation by the 4merican 
Chemical Society, according to 
notification received by Assoc. 
Open Letter To Rushees 
Fraternities and sororities have completed their rushing 
activities for the fall semester and formal pledging starts Mon-
day, October 24th, and continues until Saturday, December 3rd. 
The Greeks are now in the middle of Silence week (Oct. 16-23 ). 
During Silence Week each fraternity and sorority decides 
who they would like to havs as members and extends a bid, 
which is an invitation to pledge. These bids must be in by 
5 :00 p.m. Oct. 18. 
The Inter-Fraternity Council checks each bid to see that 
the person meets the qualifications set forth in the I.F.C. by-
laws. Namely, a pledge must have a 2.0 index for the preceeding 
semester, and must not be on either behavioral or academic 
probation. If the person meets these qualifications the bid is 
then mailed to him by I.F.C. 
If an individual accepts a bid he becomes a pledge. The 
Inter-Fraternity Council has set forth rules to govern the pledg-
Prof. Robert Pasternack, 
man of the department. 
Accreditation is held by only 
about 350 of the more than 2,000 
institutions of higher education 
in this country. 
The Department of Chemistry 
is relatively new at the College 
and application for accreditation 
was not made until recently. 
Prof Pasternack comments: "It 
is interesting to note that we 
were approved on our first ap-
plication which was made as 
soon as we met the require-
ments of the A.C.S. It was only 
charge of the Institute for Adult 
Deal in the Rochdale district. 
(Continued on page S) 
Three Firms to 
Be On Campus 
IF or Ilnterviews 
last year that our chemistry Next week interviewers from 
staff grew to a size to make us three companies will hold con-
eligible for A.C.S. accreditation. ferences for interested students. 
. Studen_ts who have majored I Monday, October 24, a repre-
m chemIStry and have met the sentative from the Bureau of 
minimum requirements of the Census will conduct individual 
society for professional educa- interviews for seniors with all 
tion will be certified to the so- academic backgrounds for career 
ciety upon their graduation and positions. On that day at 12:15 
will be eligible for membership the representative will speak to ing period. Some of the most important rules are: 
I. All Greeks must observe the faculty request that no im- after two years of experience in all other interested students in 
proper dressing or activities that make pledges overly con- the field of chemistry." room U-5 in the Union. 
spicuous shall be carried on outside of organization houses. 
I b The requirements for certifica- Wednesday, October 26, a rep-2. No activity that is dangerous to a p edge may e en-
gaged in ·at any. time. tion of students will be met by resentative from the Tnternal 
3. A student will be allowed to pledge only one fraternity students following the recom- Revenue Service will hold inter-
at a time. mendations listed under option views. 
4. No trespassing or destruction of public or p~iva~e pr~p- one in chemistry major listings. A representative from the Ma-
erty and no violation of college rules. ~ny o~ga~ization V:10- The accreditation followed a rine !l,Udland Trust Company will 
lating or disregarding the rules for rushmg, biddmg_, pl_edgmg visit to the campus and an conduct interviews on Friday, 
or initiating may be accused by any member orgamzat1on, or 
by any other recognized agencies on campus who may be pre- evaluation of the chemistry de- October 28. The representative 
sented to the president of the Council whose duty it shall be partment and programs by Prof. I will also speak to other students 
to present the case to Council for consideration and action. Frederick Brutcher of the Uni-, in U-5 at 12:15. 
Membership in a Greek organization is definitely not for versity of Pennsylvania, who is Any student who wishes to 
everyone. However, many indiv_iduals who abh<;>r .the wo~ds a Visiting Associate of the have an interview between 
"college fraternity" because of widely played .U.P mcidents fmd A.C.S. Committee on Professional November 14 and December 15 
upon further investigation that college fraternities are not what 
they had imagined. Training. The final approval was should sign up starting October 
(Continued on pa,go 5) made by the entire committee. 30. 
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Two Thousand Expected to 
Attend Parents Weekend 
It is anticipated that up to 
2,000 parents and relatives will 
be on the college's two camp-
uses and participate in the spe-
cial program that has been pre-
pared for them during Parents' 
Weekend, October 28-30, it was 
announced by the Director of 
Public Information. 
Highlight of the three-day pro-
gram will be a Parents-Faculty 
Meeting in the College gym-
nasium Saturday morning at 10, 
when President Howard Dilling-
ham and Provost R. Davies will 
be the principal speakers. An in-
formal gathering of parents and 
faculty will follow the meeting. 
The incoming parents will be-
gin registering at Egbert Union 
at 3 p.m. Friday afternoon. The 
first event on the program will 
be a freshman soccer game 
against the University of Ro-
chester at 4 p.m. on Allen Field. 
8: 15 p.m. The play was one of 
those presented by the College's 
Vineyard Players group at Mar-
tha's Vineyard during the 1966 
summer "straw hat" season. 
A dance for the guests and 
their student hosts will be held 
in the college gymnasium from 
9 p.m. until midnight. 
Sunday morning, following 
religious services on and off 
campus, there will be a Hillel 
Brunch in the Recreation Rocim 
of the Egbert Union starting at 
11 a.m. 
During the three-day weekend, 
an art display entitled "Mixed 
Media" by Patricia Benson will 
be seen in the Student Lounge 
of Egbert Union. The College 
Art Museum at DeWitt Park 
will exhibit selections from its 
permanent collection of primi-
tive art, as well as paintings by 
the late Milton Avery, and a 
group photography show that in-
cludes color photographs by 
Ass't. Prof. John Keshishoglou 
of Radio-Television, and black 
and white photographs by Carl 
Koski of the College Museum 
staff. 
Poli. Sci Club 
to Sponsor 
Mock Election 
by Jim Clark 
The newly formed Ithaca C.ol-
lege Political Science Club will 
sponsor a campus-wide mock 
election for Governor of New 
York. 
The election, to be held Nov. 1 
or Oct. 31 in the Union Recrea-
1, will be preceded by a rally 
tion Room. It is hoped that 
speakers politically representing 
each of the four parties on the 
state wide ballot will be able to 
address the club and all people 
interested in the issues of the 
campaign. 
Interested people should con-
tact John Moore who is forming 
the nucl.eus for the Democratic 
party; Jan Vanderschoff, Repub-
lican Chairman; Rick Margolius, 
Conservative leader; or John 
Cutler who is the leader of the 
Liberal party. 
Bob Schumacher of Student 
Congress· will direct ·the actual 
voting -which will be recorded 
with Ithaca College's newly ac-
quired voting machine. 
The Radio-Television Center at 
DeWitt Park will hold an open 
house Friday evening from 7:30 
until 10. The College Orchestra, 
with Prof. Donald Wells conduct-
ing, will present a concert in 
Ford Hall auditorium, starting 
at 8:15 p.m. The concert will be 
repeated Saturday evening. 
Following the Parent-Faculty 
Meeting and informal gathering 
in the gymnasium S.i.turday 
morning, there will be a buffet 
luncheon at the Egbert Union 
dining hall and at the Tower 
dining room located between the 
two tower dormitories. 
Louisville Fraternities 
Ordered to Desegragate 
The varsity football team will 
play the University of Bridge-
port at 2 p.m. at the football 
field. A campus open house that 
will include all· dormitories and 
academic ·buildings, is planned 
from 2 until 4 in the afternoon. 
Tea will be served at the Egbert 
Union. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the radio-
television honorary fraternity, 
will sponsor a banquet for stu-
dents in the department and for 
their parents which will be held 
in the Egbert Union, starting at 
7:30 p.m. The College Orchestra 
will begin its concert at 8:15 
p.m. in Ford Hall auditorium. 
Students of the Drama Depart-
ment will present "Come Blow 
Your Horn" in the College Thea-
tre, DeWitt Park, starting at 
Rev. A Kesson 
To Speak At 
Model U.N. 
The Model United Nations is 
sponsoring a talk by the Rever-
end Samuel K. Akesson this Sat-
urday, October 22 at 6:30 p.m. 
The U.N., now in session, is 
discussing the topics of the ques-
tion of general and comp1ete 
disarmament and the question of 
continued capital and technical 
assistance to developing coun-
tries. 
Mr. Akesson taught for many 
years in the British Methodist 
Schools of Ghana and has served 
as counsellor for the technical 
assistance program of the United 
Nations. His topic will be tech-
nical and educational aid to ·de-
veloping countries. His speech is 
open to anyone who may wish to 
attend. 
Barnetts' Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
¢ 
''We're proud of 
our lube jobs" 
Ted and Rollie 
LOUISVIl.LE, Ky. (CPS)-The 
University of Louisville laid an 
ultimatum before the school's 
all-white fraternities and soror-
ities last week (September 23): 
stop discriminating against Ne-
groes or face expulsion from 
campus. 
University President . Philip 
Davidson announced the regula-
tion in response to the Greeks' 
requests for housing construction 
funds. He agreed to loan 75% 
of building costs and to provide 
land only to non-discriminatory 
fraternities and sororities. 
"Fraternities and sororities 
need help to survive on this 
campus," President Lawrence 
said. 
A "fraternity row" is planned 
along Confederate Avenue. 
Dean of students David Law-
rence said he foresaw no prob-
lems in fraternity compliance 
with the ruling. But three days 
after the announcement, frater-
nity and sorority leaders had no 
comment. 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON 
113 S. Cayuga St. 
Appointments not necessary 
7 Operators for 7 Tastes 
Open weekdays from 8 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Saturdays from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Phone AR 2-5460 
It's Choose Your Coat Month At 
Ti.me 
Saveirs 
by 
Majestic 
All you do is wash and wear itl The shirt -that's a must 
for every busy girl's wardrobe. You'll look your best at 
a moment's notice in a wrinkle free, permanent press. 
shirt, that never needs ironing. Hand or machine wash-
able. $6.00 
Your fall fashion center in lthaca-119 'State St. 
Nationwide Civil Service 
Exani to be Offered 
The Civil Service Commission 
has announced a nationwide com-
petitive Office and Science Assis-
tant examination for many of the 
temporary jobs in the Federal 
departments and agencies that 
will be filled in the summer of 
1967. The examination includes a 
written test for jobs at grades 
GS-I th.rough4, w,i,th salaries 
ranging from $69 to $92 per 
week. · 
The test for jobs in the sum-
mer c,f 1967 will be given on 
three different test dates at 
more than 1,000 cities and towns 
across the country. 
Candidates wishing to take 
the test on November 26 of this 
year must file applications by 
October 21; those wishing to 
compete on January 7, 1967, must 
file by December 9, 1966, and 
candidates for the February 4, 
1967, examination must file by 
January 9, 1967. 
Those itnercsted in Federal 
summer employment in 1967 
should obtain a copy of Civil 
Service . Commission Announce-
ment No. 401 entitled "Office 
and Science Asistant Examina-
tion for 1967." A pamphlet "Sum0 
mer Jobs in Federal Agencies," 
providing detailed information 
on the kinds of jobs that will 
be available and further guidance 
for applicants, will be distributed 
during -the month of ·November. 
The announcement and the 
pamphlet will be available at 
college placement offices, boards 
of civil service examiners, offices 
of the Civil Service Commission, 
and civil service information 
points in some post offices. 
"The First Stop is your Best Stop" 
LIVE BANDS Friday afternoon 4-7 
Friday & Saturday nights 9-11 
ALTMAN & GRE~N JEWELERS. 
WATCH SPECIAL!! 
Sheffield's All Sport Watch 
$13.00 
Fnnk Hammer 
60 minute timer-sweep second hand tested to 5 atmos-
pheres 169'--guaranteed water proof electronically time 
tested luminous dial & hands shock resistant automatic 
calendar antimagnetic 
144 E. State Street Open Fri. till 1 O AR 2-1810 
Rita Hoffman 
Takes 2nd Place 
in· Debate 
Rita Hoffman, Forensics Presi-
dent, won second place in an 
extemporaneous speaking event 
at Syracuse University's Fall 
Workshop held October 14 and 
15. 
The workshop is an annual 
event sponsored by the New 
York State Debate Association 
to acquaint debators with the 
year's debate topic. The general 
topic for the contest was, Re. 
solved: "That the United States 
should substantially reduce its 
foreign policy commitments." 
The workshop was attended by 
37 schools from around New 
York State. Those attending 
from Ithaca were Rita Hoffman 
Linda Sardella, Gerald Kaarnp: 
Karen Ramer, Cheri Dinckens 
Sue Halpern, Russ Bickler, Dav~ 
Klein, Linda Schwartz, and 
Faculty Advisor Christine Ber-
lin. 
This Friday 
4-7 at Travs' 
and 
from 
9-12:30 at the 
Ithaca Hotel 
The 
Dark Ages 
For Information 
Contact 
Chuck Ippolito 
or 
Tom Fiske 
3698 or AR 3-9778 
presents 
.CORRECTIVE 
COSMETICS 
These scientifically formulated cosme .. 
tics contain active therapeutic ingre .. 
dients-medically tested-to improve 
skin health and restore natural com .. 
plexion beauty. 
r«ee· 
. .... , 
, .. . 
i Qm. 
co 
mi 
Ewing 
(Continued from pago 1) 
His first book, published in 
1930 entitled "Ephasia in Child-
ren," detailed the results of bis 
research in child development, 
on the physical characteristics of 
speech, and the effects of partial 
hearing on linguistic develop-
ment. 
Ewing took his Ph.D. at Man-
chester University under the 
guidance of J.S.B. Stopford, ana-
tomist and neurologist and later 
Quality 
Custom Framing 
</he dJ11.ame Sl,,op 
Dry mounting - Picture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
Vice-Chancellor of the Univer-
sity. 
In 1938 Ewing's second book, 
"The Handicap of Deafness," 
was described as the first Eng-
lish textbook on audiology. He 
was appointed a member of the 
Medical Research Council's Com-
mittee in the Physiology of 
Hearing. 
Ewing's research in the field 
of audiology gained him the di-
rectorship of the Department of 
Education of ~ Deaf at Man-
chester University. He believed 
it necessary to increase the num-
ber of students to meet the 
desperate need of the schools 
for deaf and hard-of-hearing. 
With his wife, Irene, he evolved 
screening tests to be used to 
determine the hearing rang of 
babies and young children. Close 
association with lhospitals largely 
accounted for the referral of 
hundreds of children annually to 
the University research clinic. 
In 1946 Ewing gave a paper 
to the American Otological So-
THE ENGAGEMENT • 
. 
' 
~ 
THE WEDDING 
THE P.bRFECT MARktACE-
Intertwined enchantment . • • this bridal ensemble - a 
beautiful variation on an old, old, and lovely theme. A 
diamond wedding ring designed to enhance. the engage-
ment ring, locked together to insure perfect position on 
your finger. 
HEGGIE1 S JEWELRY 
Est. 1875 
136 E. State St. Phone 272-1331 
ciety. He was elected an honor-
ary member during a four 
months tour in the United 
States and Canada. In 1949 he 
and his wife conducted a nine 
week course during the summer 
session at Northwestern Univer-
sity. On an invitation from the 
Australian Commonwealth Office 
of Education, Ewing and his wife 
visited provisions of education 
for the deaf in six Australian 
states. 
The New Year's Honours List 
of 1959 awarded Alexander Ew-
ing a knighthood in recognition 
of his work for the deaf. He was 
elected an honorary fellow of 
the Manchester Medical Society 
in 1964. Upon his retirement in 
September, 1964, he was ap-
pointed by the University Court 
as an Emeritus Professor. 
Sir Alexander Ewing, knight, 
professor and audiologist, will 
honor Ithaca College at its Fall 
Convocation. Ithaca College, in 
recognition of this honor, will 
confer upon Sir Alexander Ew-
ing, an honorary degree of 
Doctor of Humane Letters. 
The convocation is mandatory 
for all Freshmen and upperclass-
men are urged to attend. 
Hotel 
11.eonardo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
273-1893 
105 N. Aurora St. 
Make your room gay and 
bright the whole year with 
an Art, Scenic, or 
Humorous Calendar. They 
make fine gifts too. 
Corner Book Store 
109 N. Tioga St. 
Downtown Ithaca 
This is Russ Kennedy of Balboa Island, California, on an in-port field trip as a student aboard 
Chapman College's floating campus. 
The note he paused to make as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut's Tomb in the 
Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World 
Cultures professor. 
Russ transferred the 12 units earned during the study-travel semester at sea to his record at 
the University of California at Irvine where he continues studies toward a teaching career in life 
sciences. 
As you read this. 450 other students have begun the fall semester voyage of discovery with 
.Chapman aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, for which Holland-America Line acts as General Passenger' 
Agents. 
In February still another 450 "will embark from Los Angeles for the spring 1967 semester, 
this time bound for the Panama Canal, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco, 
Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark, Great Britain and New-York. 
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester at sea in your educational plans, fill 
in the information below and mail. 
~•:, . 
.... ~ , ... -:_ - ' ~- ~-( .... ' ' ' ft 
, •', ' > l!S!1 ::J;;,.'["",,,•w >, 
~ ~ ......... > ~;;:__ -: ~' m~ ~ ,,, -,.,., -
' '. -((!/··.,~: \{:>'/~;,',', 
Nam'---------------=-----(Last) (First) 
Addr=---=--.-..,,,,.---=--::---:-:--:--:---:--~---(lndicnte Home or College/University) 
,, -~ ,' ''" " 
Present Statns 
College/University 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
City ________ Stat-c ____ ~Z~i.P-- Junior 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Telephon ... e ________ Agi,__M_F__ Senior 
Graduate 
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Applications For NoYo§o 
Fellowships Being lakeim 
New York State Graduate 
Study Fellowship applications are 
now being accepted for the 1967-
68 academic year. 
The deadline for these applica-
tions is December 2, 1966. Appli-
cations can be obtained by writ-
ing the Regents Examination and 
Scholarship Center, State Educa-
I FC (Continued from page 1) 
liquor) because in the event that 
all the fraternities had a party 
on the same day, it would re-
quire at least 14 patrolmen, which 
the safety division does not have. 
He suggested that the fraterni-
ties ask for permission to have 
liquor at the few major functions 
next spring. If the parties worked 
out well possibly then the privi-
ledges could be extended to cover 
the entire year. 
The same principle was used 
to come up with a satisfactory 
answer to the problem of open 
house. Noun suggested that each 
fraternity be allowed a certain 
number of open houses per se-
mester, and again if the method 
proved successful, the amount 
could be increased. 
Noun stated that he was cer-
tain that the fraternities would 
prove themselves as they have in 
other situations, such as the lodge 
parties compared to the parties of 
the individual dorms. (Last year 
a lower dorm did over three 
hundred dollars damage to a 
lodge at their dorm party. This 
has never happened at a frat 
party). 
A committee was formed with 
representatives from two sorori-
ties, two fraternities, Sam Burd, 
and Dean Noun. 
tion Department, Albany New 
York. 
90 Herbert H. Lehman Fellow-
ships for study in social science 
or public or international affairs 
arc open to all residents of the 
United States. 
The following are open only to 
residents of New York: 250 Re-
gents Fellowships for beginning 
doctoral study in preparation 
for college teaching. 100 Regents 
Fellowships for advanced doc-
toral study in preparation for 
college teaching. 100 Regents Fel-
lowships for doctoral study in 
arts, science or engineering. 100 
Regents Fellowships for part time 
doctoral study in science or en-
gineering. 
Poetry Press 
Holds Competition 
The National Poetry Press an-
nounces its Spring Competition. 
Any student attending either 
junior or senior college is eli-
gible to submit his verse. There 
is not limitation as to form or 
theme. Shorter works are pre-
ferred by the Board of Judges, 
because of space limitations. 
Each poem must be typed or 
printed on a separtc sheet, and 
must bear the name and home 
address of the student, as well 
as the name of the college at-
tended. 
The closing date for the sub-
mission of manuscripts by col-
lege students is November 5. 
Manuscripts should be sent to: 
National Poetry Press, 3210 Sel-
by Avenue,Los Angeles 34, Calif. 
FREE GAS 
li (C StlUldents 
1F aiil to Obey 
Urrnion Rules 
by Pegggy Senko 
Many Ithaca College students 
are failing to follow rules in 
the Egbert Union. Thus, the 
administration would like to ad-
vise the students of some basic 
policies and rules of conduct. 
All bulletin board notices must 
be approved by the Union office 
secretary. They should be 14" x 
22" except for election posters 
which should be 12" x 14". In-
formation for notices should be 
brought to the Union office 
where they will be typed up. 
Office hours arc from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p,m. on Monday through· 
Friday and from 9 a,m. to l2 
noon on Saturday. 
Behavior in the Union lobby 
and lounge is presently "less 
than desirable". Students are 
asked to use ash trays, not to 
put their feet on furniture, and 
not to show an excessive dis-
play of affection. 
Room reservations for any 
registered campus organization 
should be made at least 24 
hours in advance. Registration 
for off campus events should be 
placed with the Union office. 
Packages may be picked up 
in the Union mailroom from 3:30 
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Monday 
through Saturday and 5:30 p.m. 
to 6:30 p.m. on Sundays. Special 
delivery packages may be picked 
up at any time. 
Students are asked to give the 
duplicating service as much ad-
vance notice as possible, prefer-
ably 24 hours. 
The check cashing reserve has 
been increased 100% this year 
Weekly Drawing for 5 Gallons of Ge, in an attempt not to run out of 
AT funds. However, students are 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC asked to realize that it is possi-
(Comer of Green and Cayuga) ble that reserves may run out at 
AR 2-2600 times. 
Every dollar spent gives you a chance to this special offer Anyone having questions on 
for IC students. Union policies should please 
What -Wrl' sell "Wrl' Guarante. come to the Union office. The 
administration is "more than 
This Week's Winning Ticket-015340 willing" to comply with any 
5 Gallons of Gas-FREEi 
·------------------------------ 1 reasonable request. 
i lllud 
tropreum est 
prae currii? 
the Genesee Momenti 
THt GENESEE 0R[Wlfll0 CO., INC., ~OC:HESTtA, N. Y, 
,, 
,• 
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Put A Plus In Your Cum. 
Knowledge is virtue, but a good marking 
system might prove itself to be more virtuous 
in that the academic standards of the college 
will improve and that students will have a 
better evaluation of themselves and their po-
tential. 
Many colleges and universities are, at the 
present time, changing their grading systems. 
We have reprinted various articles explaining 
some institutions reasoning for revamping 
their academic yardstick and explaining their 
new systems. We do not advocate a "no grade" 
system nor a "pass-fail-pass with distinction" 
arrangement, but we do feel that a change 
in the present marking system would be as 
beneficial as it is necessary. 
Last week, Student Government took a 
survey of the students to discover their opin-
ions about a plus and minus system. Of the 
approximately 2500 questionnaires circulated, 
821 were returned. Of the answers 466 were 
opposed to the plus and minus system; only 
283 for it. Many of those students who regis-
tered objections to the possible change ad-
mitted that they were in the C- category. 
Some students preferred the pass-fail-pass with 
distinction system. 
We would like to suggest that some change 
in the present marking system is necessary. 
The present letter system does have its weak 
points although it is not terribly unfair. How-
ever, under this system an average student 
generally remains average irrespective of im-
provement. . 
ing and as a result get "good" grades. Maybe 
the LIU system would help some work harder. 
No matter what system Ithaca College is on-
unless, of course, it's no system-students will 
put a certain amount of emphasis on grades. 
We don't feel that a C+ and B+ will add 
that much more pressure to the grade race. 
(For articles, turn to page 7) 
Hey Friend-
We Did It-Again 
For the second time in the history of Jthaca 
College, a major weekend was a financial suc-
cess as well as a social success. The college has 
been most generous in the past by absorbing 
the loss from a weekend; it is hoped .that this 
trend ·towards ending in the black will con-
tinue. 
We might add as a P.S. that the first week-
end not to go into the red was last year's 
Spring Weekend, under the auspices of the 
Junior Class-the class of May 1967. 
The IFC Fall Weekend Co-Chairmen were 
also of this year's graduating class, as are 
many of the weekend committee chairmen. 
We hope that this class will have started a 
precident and certainly by the other hard 
working weekend committee and a spark that 
be earned over by the rest of the coll.ege chair-
men who have at least one more fruitful year 
here. 
bits & pieces 
by Susan Lenox 
Did you konw that the concert 
came . . . that the new complex 
has left handed ironing boards .. 
that Dean Hood might take the 
P.T. girls to New York to g"ee 
what it's like for next year . . . 
that a good doctoral paper could 
be the Mole in Shakespeare . . . 
that the Music Department keeps 
files on their music students and 
fills them with all sorts of goodies 
... that Delta Phi Zeta took first 
prize, Delta Kappa took second, 
and TAP took third prize for the 
booths . . . that the English De-
partment SherrY Hour wasn't 
quite ~ hairy _as it-was last year 
. . . that the History one next 
week might be ... that the troupe 
from Martha's Vineyard will pre-
sent one of their shows for 
Parents' Weekend ... that there 
are a mass of College Presidents 
running around the campus this 
week . . . that they finally washed 
the windows in the Towers cafe-
teria . . . that United Fund is 
hurtin'-please contribute . • . 
that Bill Thayer didn't have to 
jump over the Towers . . . that a 
Senior girl got ditched Saturday 
night ... that Gamma Delta had 
its birthday party last night . . . 
that a protest sit-in was held last 
Saturday night - Sunday morn-
ing . . . that all Music Frosh are 
required to atend all concerts; · 
thank you, C. McH ... 
Student Gov't. 
This Week 
STUDENT CONGRESS 
Tr.easurers report-The newly 
appointed treasurer, Bob Baker, 
presented his report stating that 
the Student Govenment has 
$1,537.28 in the budget at the 
present time. 
Tutorial Committee--Response 
to the tutoring program has 
been fair, however 50 tutors are 
needed to fulfill the quota. Oct. 
23, there will be a reception 
with refreshments for all tutors. 
Grievence--The forms for the 
food survey have been evaluated 
and the response was fair. 882 
forms were turned in and the 
general feeling · toward meals 
was satisfactory to passable. Sat. 
night dinner was the best meal 
and lunch the worst. These re-
sults will be taken to Saga and 
a full report will be presented 
next week. 
One of the Reps. brought up a 
good point concerning -the rep-
resentation of the terrace dorms. 
A lengthly discussion followed 
and it was decided that the en-
tire matter -should be taken up 
at the executive committee meet-
ing. The whole matter will be 
straightened out by next week 
and a report presented at that 
time. 
From· The Mailroom 
by Steve Schiffman 
He was riding in the subway when he noticed them. They 
were all round, standing there, looking at him. He looked into 
their eyes and saw nothing. He hated them for what they were. 
He didn't know any of them, but he was white and they were 
black, and that's all that mattered. ' 
The train came to a sudden halt. He checked his move-
ments, as not to be touched by them. He quickly moved from 
the station and on to the street. He looked around and saw 
them. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, standing, walking, talk-
ing. A small boy accidentally bumped into him .. He stared at 
the child and then sharply yelled at him. He didn't know the 
boy, but he was white and the child was black, and t.hat's all 
that mattered. · · ·1-··. 
Each day he had to take this same route to reach his 
home. There was something different about this particular 
street. He was a stranger here, and he didn't like the feeling 
The· p~ople seemed unusual somehow. He didn't know anyom 
here, but he was white and they were black, and that's all that 
mattered. 
He walked towards his apartment house, and then into 
the building. He took the elevator up to the fifth floor. His wife 
was standing outside the door of their apartment. She smiled 
as he approached. He reached out for her, held her close, and 
kissed her. He knew her, he was white and she was black, but 
that didn't matter at- all. 
. The Ithacan will print all letters from Ithaca College students, 
faculty, and administration providing that they are signed. Although 
at times we may print letters from other sources, we do not make 
this our practice. 
The Ithacan respects our readers' opinions and will allow space 
for all to express their opinions provided that they are not libelous, 
slanderous, or directly injurious to a person's or institution's reputa-
tion and/or character. 
All letters become the property of the Ithacan, and we reserve 
the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Dear Administration, Faculty, 
and Stuaents of Ithaca College: 
Thank you so very much for 
everything you've done for me. 
Sincerely yours, 
Sharon Staz 
FRANCHISING 
Dear Editor: 
While you were on the subject 
of student franchises for busi-
ness escapades, I thought I 
would drop you a note in refer-
ence to the "article" concerning 
Parkwood Studios, Student Pho-
tographers. In my opinion, this 
"-article" is an advertisement in 
nature and should be labeled as 
such. 
Chairman and Vice President of 
iFc. 
And on behalf of the sixteen 
Greeks on campus, I would like to 
invite you to IFC Weekend '67. 
Hope you make it as successful 
as this weekend. , 
Bill Thayer 
President, IFC 
MUSIC LIBRARY 
Dear Editor: 
From experience it has come 
to our attention that the music 
listening facilities in the library 
are grossly inadequate. 
--. When the records and· listen-
This however,' was not my 
main concern. I.F.C. put out no ing equipment were moved from 
bids concerning Fall Weekend the Music Building last ·year, it 
photography. If bids were ac- was assumed that there would 
cepted for th.is service, I· am sure be more room allotted for this 
that there would-have been low-
LEADERS GROUP er prices on photography. As it 
purpose, at least as many record 
players and ,the same efficient 
system of signing out records Considered again this week -the stands now, . any student who question of a .plus- and minus wishes to order photography of 
grade system. The results of the himself or herself and date will for overnight use. 
r 
1 
An average student who has started off the 
semester poorly ( low C) and who has made 
improvement since then might still be a C 
student after finals. The range of a C is (gen-
erally) from 70 - 79, a long ten digit range 
which incorporates different types of students. 
Processionary 
Caterpillars 
student questionaire were pre- have to pay a fixed price not ar- . -This is far from reality. There ' 
Processionary caterpillars feed upon pme sented and the general consesus rived at by fair business prac- are two very small rooms, one 
needles. They move through the tr.ees in a was against going on the plus and tice, This is unfair to tile stu-The plus and minus can work in favor of the 
student as well as to one's disadvantage. How-
ever, we are of the opinion that the Long 
Island University system is better than the 
plus and ~inus system. The LIU system 
recognizes the five letter grades as well as B+ 
and c+. 
Under this system, the average student men-
tioned above could conceivably improve 
enough that he might receive a c+. ~.ith 
this Jump made, perhaps he would be w11lmg 
_ to try for a B the next semester. The range 
between a C and a B is shortened, at least 
psychologically, by the c+. 
Some critics of this system feel that students·-
would be &iven a break if there were a c+ 
and B+ without any minuses. They feel that 
such an arrangement would not ~e fair! for 
some students would not be penalized with a 
minus when they deserved to be. ( And the 
college is trying to obtain the fairest system of 
marking). 
However, it might be worthwhile to consider 
that a student who is below average (in the 
sense of satisfactory) deserves to get a D or 
an F; he does not deserve the C..-..: which im-
plies a "sort of" satisfactory. The line is drawn 
by most professors between satisfactory and 
unsatisfactory and then the grades go up or 
down. But the initial decision has been made. 
\Vith the c+, B+ arrangement, perhaps 
more incentive will be given to the students. 
St.udents have various motivations for study-
long procession, one leading and the others minus system. Out of some 2,500 dents who order pictures and to of which has two record. pl~yers 
following--each with his eyes half closed and passed out only 821 were re- other photographers who would while a third larger room has 
his heaa snugly fitted against the rear ex- turned and 466 of -these were wish to make some money Fall only one! Furthermore, one 
tremity of his predecessor. against the proposal. Other sug- Weekend. cannot sign out records for 
Jean-Henri Fabre, the great French natural- gestions were offered, such as a · Steve Schwartz overnight use. It is impossible, 
ist, after patiently experimenting with a group syStem witb C plus and B plus. _____ timewise and spacewise, for all 
of the caterpillars, finally enticed them to the Also a numerical system was pre-
Dted It hard to d t · the Music, Phys. Ed. and Liberal rim of a large flower pot where he succeeded se · was e ermme, 
in getting toe first one connected up with the with such a small percentage IFC WEEKEND Arts students who need these 
last one, thus forming a complete circle which answering, whether a. change in Dear Editor: . facilities to use -them during the 
started moving around in a procession and the prese~t sySlem 15 deemed At this time, I would like to day. In the past, it has been the 
which had neither a beginning nor end necessary, it was felt !however by thank all those students and ad- policy of the music school to 
. · . all concerned that both teachers 
The naturalist expected t~at after a. while and students are unsure of the ministration of Ithaca College allow any student who wished to 
they would catch on to the Joke, _get tired of effectiveness of the present sys- who were m~st helpful an~ gave sign out records . overnight or 
the1r useless march, and start off m some new tem much of their valuable time to for a week if not on reserve and 
direction. But not so. Through sheer force of EXECUTIVE COMMITI'EE aid in the plans and follow 
habit, the living, creeping circle kept movin~ This week a check was allot- through of the 1966 IFC. Fall 
around the rim of the pot - around and ted to the Heart Fund in the Weekend. 
around, keeping the s~me relentless pace for name of Miss Staz's father. Deans Clarke, Hood, and Noun, 
seven days and seven mghts, and would doubt- The United Fund drive will Mr. Spengler, and Miss Staz once 
less have continued longer had it not been for be held ui the dorms this Thurs- again proved themselves inval-
sheer exhaustion and ultimate starvation. In- day night, Bob Schumacher will uable. A special thanks goes to 
cidently, an ample supply of food was close at handle the campaign for ·United Dean Noun as advisor of the 
hand and plainly visible, but it was outside the Fund among the Greeks. Inter-Fraternity Council 
range of the circle so they continued along the Student Government will con- I extend appreciation to the 
beaten path. duct a mock election for gover- weekend _ committee chairman: 
They ~e~e following instinct-hahi~--<us- nor of New York State. Students Bill T~uer, CarniyaJ; Betty Hoer-
tom-trad1t1on-precedent-past expenence-- are forming parties with the ner, Tickets; Elame Mebel. Pub-
"standard practice"--or whatever you may help of the downtown campaign licity; Cathy Baker, Booklet; 
. choose to call it, but they were following_ blind- headquarters. The election will Joanne Schwartz,-Court; and Tom 
ly. They mistook activity for accomplishment. take· place either on Oct.31 or Pandick, Finance. A special 
They meant well, but they got no place. Nov. 1. thanks goes to Ron Seacord, Co-
to impose strict fines on overdue 
records. The argument against 
this is _that records remaining in 
the library would be safer, but 
we would like to point out that 1 
in cramped spaces, records can 
be more easily ruined. 
In the interests of EDUCA· 
TION, we urge the administra· 
tion to increase facilities, if 
possible and to reinstate the old 
sign out policy. 
Paula Jobrde 
Judy Nicosia 
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MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
C'3ll ft ha eth On ''ltoro Uos Pbaothon ,..t':':t::! IF' c,,r; though ho f..Uod groAtll', yot he vou-
tured more. --Ovid 
Greek Hagh~ughts 
ALPHA EPSILON RHO lodge to be located within a few During the past few years, Hollywood's "Star System", has 
been fading out. Gene are the days when movie actors and 
actresses were worshipped as idols, the days when merely a big 
name would guarantee a film's success. Much of Hollywood's 
star worship, and a considerable amount of pomp and circum-
stance, have passed with the Gables, and the Monroes. These 
stars whose mere presence and style were a treat in themselves 
have been replaced with the overnight successes, most of whom 
lose the limelight as quickly as they get it. Now there remain 
perhaps only five or six "stars" in the full glamorous sense of 
the word. The true stars are the ones whose present films gain as 
much attention as did ·the films of their youth, the ones whose 
names are household terms across the country. Four of this 
dying breed are in Ithaca this week. Mr. Cary (I'm suave) 
Grant, Mr. Paul (I'm attractive) Newman, Miss Julie (I'm the 
all American girl) Andrews, and Miss Elizabeth (I'm Cleo-
patra) Taylor. 
Negotiations were reopened last week to establish a direct 
air route between the Soviet Union and the United States. Thi~ 
move i~ significant. In the past, politics have always tended to 
d_etermme non-political relationships between states. Hence, in-
cidents such as the recent withdrawal of Soviet sportsmen from 
a joint US-USSR track meet were common. 
T~e move t'? begfn negotiations in spice of political differ-
ences, 1s a good sign. For years the cultural relationship between 
the two nations has been one of mutual benefit. Many Americans 
enjoyed the Bolshoi Ballet. The New York Philharmonic and the 
Benny Goodman Orchestra were acclaimed in the Soviet Union. 
The people_ of both nations_ profit from such exchanges. Mutual 
understandmg, a key goal m the quest for better relations has 
been considerably increased. The chasm of misundersta~ding 
has been breached, decreasing the animositv between the two 
nations. Each has developed a }1ealthy respect for the other. 
Consequently, political tens1or, has been mitigated. This 
approach might work with other countries, specifically Com-
Tonight, at the regular AERho miles of the campus. This lodge 
meeting, James S. Graham the 1s being built and financed 
General Manager of the lthoca through the personal resources 
Journal will address the mem- i of the fraternity for the exclu-
bers of the National Honorary sive use of the brothers. It 
Radio-TV fraternity. Mr. Graham should be ready in time for 
will speak on the responsibility Spring Weekend. 
of newspapers in America. After 
his talk, the brothers will be I GAMMA DELTA Pl 
able to ask questions. Gamma Delta Pi, local social· 
Progre_ss is being made in service sorority celebrated its 
preparation for' the banquet to first birthday yesterday at the 
be _held ~a_rent s Weekend. All, Ithaca Hotel. The hotel was the 
rad10-telev1s1on members may at- ' see 1 t f th G 
tend at no coSl. The banquet IS Delt Victory Part after its char-. I ne as year o e amma 
the 3rd annual event sponsored ter d b y IFC 
by the fraternity. was passe Y · 
AERho has submitted a bid I For several months a?d 
l\1iss Andrews and Mr. Newman are teamed in Torn Cur-
1ain at the Ithaca. Not only is this film a waste of their t_alent, 
but also the talent of director Alfred Hitchcock. The master of 
suspense has lost · his touch on thi,; ridiculous story of an 
American scientist defecting to the East Germans to obtain 
valuable scientific information. 
munist China. . 
United States policy has long mamtained that chis state of 
800 million people doesn't exist. Most Americans know little 
about this v:ast land in Eastern Asia. Nearly all knowledge in-
cludes the image of the slanty-eyed yellow man who slinks 
rather than walks. The average Chinese imagines all Americans 
as vicious looking men dressed in black swts, oppressing the 
workers. Neither image could be farther from the truth, yet both 
are most prevalent. 
• • 1 throughout a long summer pnor 
;~h ~at\ona\ H:adf~art~~s ~or\ to October 19, 1965, the sisters of 
is c a? er O e _e si_ e or, Gamma Delt worked hard to r . 
the Region I convention m De- . . P 0 b If Ith - 1 t d duce a workable constitution for cem er. . aca IS se cc e • the Inter Fraternity Council. 
representatives from all over the p t t I t · ht' 1 
An earlier Paul Newman pi.cture, Cat On A Hot Tin Roof, 
pairs him with Elizabeth Taylor, who has a double feature pay-
ing homage to her at the Strand ("Cat", and B1,tterfield 8). 
Here we are invited to watch Liz walk around in a slip for al-
most four solid hours. Two of those hours ( those in William's 
"Cat") are worthwhile, but only the dedicated Taylor fan should 
attempt hanging around for Butterfield 8. 
Under the circumstances of noncommunication, ignorance 
prevails. Something must fill this vacuum of knowledge. So, 
stories develop. The Fu Manchu tradition of the sinister oriental 
becomes accepted as fact, as well as the obsolete dirty imperialist 
picture of the American. But cultural exchange could quickly 
dispel these images. 
The United States and Communist China have met un-
officially in Warsaw over 140 times during the past nineteen 
years. Nothing concrete has ever come from these meetings. If 
a cultural exchange program could be worked out, even on the 
lowest level of reciprocal news media, relations between the 
two might begin to warm. The United States, as well as Red 
China, must face reality. They can't afford not to. 
Jeffrey Bruce Sedwin 
BOOK REVDEW 
Only a star of Cary Grant's personality, ability, and ex-
perience could have salvaged Walk, Don't Run, the State's' offer-
mg this week. Even Mr. Grant has a job with this one. He is 
given a little assistance by stardom candidate Samantha Eggar, 
and no help whatsoever from Jim Hutton (who looks as though 
he is fresh from the lead in his High School Senior Play). The 
slow moving script has the- three of them sharing an apartment 
during the Tokyo Olympics. Mr. Grant is required to play the 
matchmaker although· at sixty, he is still more appealing than 
:, l\fr. Hutton will ever be. If I told you that The Whistling Zone is a book about 
Have you ever hea~d of Shoshi Kapoor, or Felicity Kendall? exiled partridges on a university campus, you would most likely ~ They are not stars, but their film, Shakespeare Wallah, contains question my sanity, as well as the mental competence of the 
author, Herbert Kubly. However, if I told you that the exiled 
more drama, passion, comedy, suspence, and beauty than all the partridges represent students, faculty, and administrative mem-
,, previously mentioned films combined. This co-Indian-English bers of this university, and that the "whistling zone" is a place 
produced picture teils the whimsical love story of a young where they cry to be taken back into the flock, you would be, 
English actress, touring India with a Shakespearian company at least, placated. On the other hand, if I told you that the out-
headed by her parents, and a young Indian film producer she cast partridges were made silent only after the flock has pecked 
l b h h h I d them to death, then (assuming you appreciate allegory of a 
·, m~ets along the way. Sympath~ fa) s otf witSht kc overs _an high calibre), you ~ight become very interested in this fascinat-
with the company, who are trymg to per orm a espeare m a ing novel. 
i, time when theater has been neglected for less taxing means of Kubly's main character is one Christian Mawther, who, on 
{ entertainment. Director James Ivory tells his tale with a a grant from an Eastern institution, comes to Alakoma Univer-
,.:' deeply human style. He gets good performance from newcoming sity as a visiting professor. It does not take long for Mawther k actors and at times handles his camera like Felline. There is a toh~ehco_me inv<?lvcdhin a complefx hseries of inte~camp~s strufgles, 
certain quiet beauty in Shakespeare Wallah, that is like nothing w ic m running t e gamut o uman emotion an wea ness, 
I··, _ _' encompass comedy, tragedy, and sorrid intimacy, on aII three ever done before. It comes as a refreshing breeze, and proves university levels. As Mawther is dragged down in this mire of 
~-' chat good movies make stars-"Stars" don't make good movies. filth, politics, conspiracy, and sexual excess, he is destroyed, 
!_;. This charming film is at the Temple. Let's hope its box-office only to have reborn in him the values and purpose he holds in 
\( isn't hurt by all the big names in town ... Ah, but Shakespeare ransom of his integrity as a humanist. 
I
'.:_·. is a pretty big name himself you know. The Whistling Zone is a beautifully brutal essay of the 
dehumanized gigantic universities of today, and their ensuing, 
rotting effect on students, faculty, and the heritage of intel-
\ lcctualism. To quote Thomas Hardy ( as does Kubly for the 
' JI A:UStocal . 7\. To t·os preface to the second section of the novel's three parts), "If j J' 1 ~ .1 \' t t,.,, way to the Better there be, it exacts a full look at the Worst." 
Certainly there can be no doubt of this, as the book rushes 
to its thundering climax of hysterical panty-raid, mass rape, and ITHACA COLLEGE 
cast will be meeting here. ; ~escn a as mg s ce e-
Th. , N t· 1 C . brahon were members from au Is year s a 10na onven- , 
t . ·11 b h Id - St L . 
1 the Greeks as well as many of our 10n WI e C In . OUIS, G k • d 
M u· b f th 56 h . non- ree frien s. o. J.uem ers rom e c ap- I 
ters will be going to that city: 
in April 1967. Debi Fortune, i RHO MU THETA 
President of AERho at Ithaca I The Brothers would like to 
College, has asked members · to I congratulate I.F.C. and thank 
begin preparing productions to Brother Skeet Seacord for a 
be presented at the National, fine Fall Weekend. Many thanks 
contests. Would you believe . . . to Brothers Dexter Rivers and 
AERho is on the move. Wayne Sturman for constructing 
The Alpha Omega chapter con- our booth for the carnival. We 
gradulates IFC for the success of think that Gamma Delta Pi cov-
its weekend. We are looking for- , ered the Weekend publicity very 
ward to next year. [ well, and did a superb job on 
, the booklet. 
DELTA KAPPA I Don't forget to buy flowers 
"Big Daddy and The Duques- 1 for your mother on Parents 
nes" entertained along with the I Weekend. 
Schlitz Brewing C?mpany, over \ 
60 DK's and their dates last I DELTA SIGMA Pl 
Friday night of Fall Weekend. : Deltasig is now recuperating 
The popular "Motown Sound" of I from a very enjoyable IFC Week-
"Big Daddy" was followed Satur- 1 end. Along with the normal 
day night with a "Mod" party I formalities, (carnival, dance and 
featuring the "Stoncs'-style" off concert) the fraternity wa; out 
"The Clouds" who played at the in full force at the Rod and 
dance Friday in the Rec Room. Gun Club Lodge Friday and Sat. 
Both parties were held "under urday nights, and aU day Sun-
the Big Top", a novel conception day. Brian's Idles played Satur-
by alumni brother "Buzzy" day night and provided a great 
Boothroyd of Ithaca. Despite the sound for dancing. Sunday after-
airy atmosphere, the band, beer, noon the girls challenged the 
and partiers created sufficient boys to a touch football game 
warmth. and had no trouble as they over 
Congratulations to brother the guys for a 42-7 victory. A 
Fred Alexander and Kathy Clune great time was had by all, and 
of Delta Phi Zeta on being the late curfews were well uti-
chosen Fall Weekend King and lizcd. Many thanks to Brothers 
Queen. To brothers Bill Thayer Paul Sidelko and Tom Pandick 
and Bill Tauer go our congratu- ! for their great job on the week-
lations and thanks for their work i end. 
in making IFC's weekend one of I Professional chairman Andy 
the most successful at the col- Schwartze has planned a tour 
Jege. Also our thanks to John of the Corning Glass Works 
Spencer for his fine work on our Jon Sunday, October 25. We are 
carnival booth which was an 1 all looking forward to this trip 
unusual variety of a billiards with great anticipation knowing 
game. that it will be a very interesting 
Brother John Os~en attended and informative one. 
the weekend before his induc- Our most recent service pro-
tion into the Marine Corps. ject was collecting for the 
Thanks to John for leading us United Fund at the football 
in a fine songfest. game on Saturday Our thanks 
Delta Kappa is pleased to an- to all who contributed to ·thls 
nounee that plans are nearing worthwhile cause. 
student suicide. 
It is a well-written book, fast-paced, and candid without 
School of .Music 
GUEST ARTIST RECITAL 
completion for our own party Finally, GO RHO MU ! ! ! 
-------------------·------------
1 Noel Snyder-Violoncello 
',. Marta Zopilote Renart-Piano 
OPEN LIETTIER TO RUSHIEIES 
(Continued /'!'Om page 1) 
f 
.,, Adagio (from the Toccata in C Major for Organ) 
:~ Sonata in G Minor Op. 117 (1922) 
being obscene or degrading. Its characters are real-you can see 
them on any campus-and in these days of ultimate concern 
with the image, Herbert Kubly's The Wki.rtling Zone is a book 
· ]. S. Bach not to be missed. It is thought-provoking and disturbing. In fact, 
..... Fa1ire as I write this by my open window, I can see a flock of partridges 
Fraternities and sororities play an integral part in the 
I.C. ~am_pus life. l\,fa~y valuable. services are performed by these 
orgn1zat10ns. Take time to decide for yourself if Greek letters 
will add something to your college career. ,F Allegro 
;'¥_ Andante 
Allegro vivo 
circling overhead. 
The Whistling Zone by Herbert K1,bly, Simon & Scl11UJter. 
Bob Lorenz 
Bill Thayer-President 
Inter-Fraternity Council 
Sonata in D Major Op. 102 No. 2 ( 1815) . _ .. _.Beethoven -------------------------------------------------------
Allegro con brio ' 
Adagio con molto sentimento d'affetto 
Allegro fugato 
• • 0 
Seven Variations on a Theme from Mozart's 
"Magic Flute" (1801) . . . . . . . . - . . 
Prayer ("From Jewish Life" No. 1) 
. . . .. Beet'koven 
....... ·Block 
' Macuil Xochitl (Song of Five Flowers) (1959) 
Mario K uri Aldana 
N otlar.ohtla (Young Flower) 
Tlapcoyoate (Flower of Twilight) 
Nemil Xocliitl (Flower of Life) 
xem,pa Xochitl (Flower of Death) 
Peyotl (Flower of the Gods) 
: ; Adagio and Allegro in A Flat Major Op. 70 ( 1-849) 
FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
Tuesday, October 25, 1966 
8:15 P.M. 
. . Schumann 
A. TirENTOON STU DlEN1r$ 
!P>Oecmse litemove ADD Ccars 1fi:rom "IL.10 
!Friday Afr 8:00 fP .M. 
ullue !Parlkin.g rLott Os 11" c ~e 
Marked o~ SatMrday 
811l.,11" OS Marked, AllL CCD11'$ .Ass;o~li'ile<dl 
,r o lli Must Park The ire. 
iJ"hank yoo.n 
Safety !Oovosocli'il 
' : ·~ 
i' 
'' 
' '!_,I 
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Campus News Outside Ithaca 
Are Parking Tickets Illegal? 
Starkville (CPS)-Millions of 
university-issued parking tickets 
.across the country may now be 
worthless. In a precident-setting 
case, the prosecution of a Mis-
sissippi State University student 
for refusing to pay his campus 
tickets has been dismissed. 
Leslie C. Cohen, a · Canadian 
political science student at MSU, 
balked when the academic insti-
tution imposed $20 in parking 
fines without a bearing. 
Bronstein said he has already 
received requests for particulars 
on the case from legal depart-
men ts of several universities . 
The precident - setting case 
may have possible repercussions 
at UConn., with student parking 
and traffic regulations becoming 
increasingly tight. 
Starting this semester, stu-
dent traffic has not been permit-
ted on campus between 7:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. 
Final Exams Don't 
Mean That Much 
two 7½ week sessions. The first 
of these short sessions lasts until 
about June 15, which is the ap-
proximate time that other uni-
versities are closing for the 
summer. 
Agenda of Our Age 
Much of today's collegiate edu-
cation does not consciously re-
spond to the "agenda of our 
age," declares Dr. Franklin K. 
Patterson, first president of 
Hampshire College, a new liberal 
arts college scheduled to open 
here in 1969. 
He defined "three principal 
undertakings which seem to me 
Enter WI CB Sweepstakes 
DecmdBine Octobe1r 31 ENTRY BLANK Name ...... . 
Time Listened to WICB ...................... . 
* * * 
Name of the Show ........................ . 
AM ..... or FM ........... . 
Winners announced Address ........ . 
November 4 Signature . . ...... ..... ... . .. 
When the university threaten-
ed him with dismissal and state 
court action unless fines were 
paid, Cohen went to the Lawyers 
Constitutional D e f e n s e Com-
mittee of the American Civil Li-
berties Union. 
The LCDC secured a re-
straining order to prevent MSU 
officials from impending Cohen's 
efforts to gain admission to a 
Canadian Law school. Cohen fear-
ed that the university would de-
lay sending his records, and 
would note the parking violations 
on his record or would not allow 
Telling faculty members at 
Western Michigan University 
that they should de-emphasize 
final examinations, Dr. Russell 
Siebert, vice-president for aca-
demic affairs, said that the 
switch to the tri-mester plan 
had resulted in the elimination 
of the 10-day examination period, 
and students were often forced 
crucial if undergraduate educa- .-------------. ____________ ......, 
tion is to have relevance to the 
agenda of our age and the lives 
our students live." 
Dr. Patterson said: "One 
undertaking is to see that phi-
losophy becomes a central con-
cern in the curriculum and com-
munity of the college . . . A sec-
ond is to see · that language be-
him to take a necessary summer to take several exams in one comes a central concern of edu-
session course at Mississippi day. cation and life . . . A third is 
State. Many students had complained to see that action possibilities 
The LCDC subsequently chal- about the stress at examination are realized in and through col-
Delicious Pastries, Cakes, 
and Cookies for 
Parents Weekend 
at 
The 
Pastry Shop 
113 N. Aurora St. 
272-7272 
Repair Lamps, 
Small Appliances, 
Duplicate Keys 
<> 
JIM1S FIX-IT SHOP 
219 N. Aurora. St. 
272-1820 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
..... 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Ienged the constitutionality of the time last year, and Dr. Seibert's lege education so students may '--------------' r---------------------------, 
Mississippi statute under which recommendations seemed to be encounter directly the realities, 
the university justified its regu- aimed at clearing up this prob- risks and rewards of participat-
lations. The statute granted to lem. He said that instructors ing in the affairs of their time." 
the State Board of Institutions of should put more stress on short, phy, Dr. Patterson recommended 
Higher Learning the power to frequent tests, and cover areas that "education . should lead us." 
· create regulations which are thoroughly. continually and consciously to 
municipal in effect, the LCDC He also asked faculty to ob- apply the hard basic questions of 
charged. serve a "gentleman's agreement" philosophy to the data of life 
While the case was before the and require students to turn in as it has been, as it is and as it 
U.S. District Court, the State At- term papers two weeks before may be." He suggested that col-
tomey General, representing the the semester ends. This measure Ieges put philosophy at the 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
FAST EFFICIENT. SERVICE 
For All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
·, 
o· 
'', 
University, conceded that the re- again was urged to prevent the "vital core of curriculum and '--------------' '-----------------------------' 
gulation;5 which were promul- overburdening of students at the community, an open discourse at 
gated by MSU and their manner end of the semester. the heart of everything in edu-
of enforcement were null and In closing, Dr. Seibert indi- cation." 
void. cated that WMU bas very few The study of language, accord-
The university dropped its problems in switching to the tri- ing to Dr. Patterson, should in-
charges against Cohen and the mester, and the examination per- elude semantic analysis, linguis-
Mississippi statute came under iod was the largest one encount- tics, mathematics, symbolic logic 
the consideration of a three- ered so far. He believes that this and the study of tongues foreign 
judge federal court. lack of difficulties stems from to our own. 
Although the law was even- the fact that Western studied Defining the "agenda of our 
tually ruled constitutional LCDC closely all the aspects of the ~ age," Dr. Patterson said it is oc-
chief counsel Alvin Bronstein mester program. cupied by potentialities and defi-
said that this does not affect the A unique feature of Westem's cits of increasing mechanization, 
due process precident that had tri-mester is that it consists of bigness and complexity, commer-
been raised over the tickets two 15-week semesters, and the cialism, chaotic stimulation and 
themselves. third semester is ~ivided into impersonality. 
MOE1S 
Barber Shop 
Sunrise Market 
(The World's Smallest Supermarket) 
Fine Choice Meats 
ALL AMERICAN 
Girl of the Week 
MARLENE RASHKIN 
PE. 68 
receives 5 gallons of 
gas FREE 
at 
Frank's American 
Ithaca's Outdoor Store 
206 E. STATE ST., ITHACA, N.Y. 
TURTLE-NECK JERSEYS 
18 COLORS 
$1.99 
SKI-STREET STRETCH PANTS 
15 COLORS 
SPECIAL $12.95 SPECIAL 
~: 
Fe 
t
' 
! 
j 
\ 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora St. 
272 8184 
Produce Legal Beverages 
Sub Sandwiches only 59c 
Orders for Panias and Picnics 
Open 8 a.m. - 12 midnight 
___ 20_1_w_._Sen __ eca_s_,_· ________ ;;;;;~--------------, I 
- 11~;1111 l CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
<> 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Gee1s Sports Shop 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
0 
e Guns - New & Used 
e Ammunition 
O Reloading Equipment 
e Quality Fishing Tackle 
• Gun Supplies 
512 We;t State St. AR2-6066 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild1s Dept. Store 
First Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS-MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
11Your Electronics Supermarket" 
1201 Dryden Rd. • lth11ca 
By N.Y.S. Electric & Gas Co. 
'"' ~ 
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i3Tading · Systems Discussed by Ot:he1r Colleges 
Lehigh University 
Reprinted from the Muhlenberg 
Weekly, September 29, 1966. 
A pass-fail grading system bas 
gone into effect at Lehigh this 
semester. Under the new regula-
tion, students who •have achieved 
at least junior class status may 
elect no more than four courses 
to be graded on the pass-fail 
basis. Also, the student must 
secure the approval of the _pro-
fessor offering the course, as 
well as that of the registration 
advisor. 
The statement issued indicates 
that no course may be chosen 
under this procedure that sabs-
fies any part of the major re-
quirement for graduation. "In 
the courses so chosen, the ins-
tructor shall report only a grade 
of pass {P) or fail (F) to the 
registrar. 
"A passing grade shall apply 
to the student's graduation re-
quirements but shall not be used 
in the computation of his cumu-
lative average;. a fail grade shall 
be computed in the normal 
manner. Under this system, the 
student surrenders an equity to 
a letter grade A, B, C, D, if he 
passes .the course." 
The University's Committee on 
Educational Policy said the pur-
pose of the new grading is to 
"encourage students by relieving 
them, in a number of courses, 
from grade pressures. The com-
mittee said an individual would 
be "less deterred from taking 
lifficult courses outside his ma-
,or interests from fear 1>f de-
,iressing bis cumulative average. 
In an atmosphere in which great 
emphasis is placed on grades, 
the option is designed to stimu-
late the student to pursue work 
in areas with which he is rela-
ti vel:i,> unfamiliar." 
The system will be in effect 
on a trial basis for two years, at 
which time it will be reviewed. 
Whittenberg University 
Reprinted from the Intercollegi-
ate Press Bulletin, Augwit 22, 
1966. 
Wittenberg has announced 
a new grading system for fresh-
men. The grading system, which 
will apply only to the nine 
courses to be taken by a student 
during the freshman year, will 
consist of Honors ("H"), Satis-
factory (''S") and Unsatisfactory 
("F") grades. 
Dr. Pfnister said the univer-
sity's major goal is t,:i change the 
orientation of the freshman stu-
dent from a concern for grades 
and test results to an emphasis 
on learning for the sake of 
learning. 
A secondary objective, Dr. 
Pfnister· said, will be to remove 
some of the pressures, tensions 
and apprehensions that are 
created for new college students 
by the "grade syndrome." 
University of Illinois 
Reprinted from the Intercollegi-
ate Press Bulletin, September 19, 
1966. 
The· College of Law, Univer-
sity of Illinois, in a departure 
from the general prai:tice in the 
University, has adopted a grad-
ing system employing "plus" 
values along with the traditional 
A, B, C, etc. The new seven-level 
plan will be weighted as follows 
for numerical computation of 
scholastic averages: 
A equals 5, B plus equals 4.5, 
B equals 4, C plus equals 3.5, C 
equals 3, D equals 2, and E 
equals 1. · 
Since 1958 the College of Law 
has been experimenting intra-
murally with a system that em-
ployed both plus and minus 
grades in addition to -the basic 
five ratings. Students were as-
signed grades on this scale for 
papers and examinations, and a 
separate record was kept in the 
college office. After comparing 
the results achieved by this and 
the traditional system, the facul-
ty concluded that neither was 
satisfactory. 
The 5.0 scale did not provide 
sufficient differentiation between 
levels, and the use of plus and 
minus throughout the scale, a 
college report said, "requires 
some distinction which should 
not be made: for example, an A 
plus is out of place in an insti-
tution in which a straight A or 
5.0 is a perfect record." 
Beloit College 
Reprinted from the Intercollegi-
ate Press Bulletin, October S, 
1i6~ · 
The letters D and F, least 
popular members of the aca· 
demic alphabet, have a less om-
inous meaning for students 
under a new grading and pro-
bation . . . policies plan adopted 
at Beloit College. The new regu-
lations allow students to: (1) 
study their first year without 
fear of be,ing placed on academic 
probation; (2) drop the two low-
est grades from the total grades 
earned in figuring a cumulative 
grade point average, according 
to Dean William L. Kolb. 
In explaining how the plan 
affects a new student, Dean 
Kolb: "If a student earns eight 
B's, two C's, one D and one F 
in his first year he may drop the 
D and F in figuring a cumula-
tive grade point average. The 
effect will, of course, be much 
greater at this time than at the 
end of his undergraduate career 
when he bas 30 or more courses 
to his credit, · and may still drop 
only the tw1> lowest grades from 
the total earned." 
Under Beloit's graduation re-
quirements a student must pass 
30 courses and have a "C" aver-
age or better in his major field 
and in the final two terms. He 
must maintain a "C" average 
over all four terms discounting 
his two lowest grades. The ad-
justed cumulative grade point is 
counted only at Beloit. All 
grades, including the two lowest 
ones, are entered on the trans-
cript which is sent to any grad-
uate school to which the student 
may apply. 
Claremont 
Reprinted from the Intercollegi-
ate Preas B1lllcti11, October SO, 
1966. 
The sophomore slump is the 
period of the academic doldrums 
in most colleges when drop-outs 
are high, but at Harvey Mudd 
College "the slump" comes in 
the freshman year, says Dean 
Eugene Hotchkiss. 
In an effort to combat this, 
the faculty and administration 
have announced that no grades 
will be given in the freshman 
year, starting this year. Students 
will be notified of "satisfactory" 
or "unsatisfactory" work. How-
ever, all freshmen work that is 
not satisfactory must be made 
up during the sophomore year. 
Working on the committee 
which prepared the proposal on 
evaluation and grading were 
faculty members, the registrar 
and a senior student, the chair-
man of the Student Academic 
Committee. This new system 
eliminates the emphasis on 
grades, encourages the student 
to study for the sake of learn-
ing, and allows the instructor 
greater freedom to develop 
course material in the manner 
most appropriate to the stu-
dent's needs. 
RHO MU THETA 
.is sponsoring (Q] 
One of the causes of the fresh- gives the student a time of ad-
man slump, Dean Hotchkiss !>aid, justing to a common level, and 
is that some students find it will give freshmen more time so 
initially difficult to compete on that they won't feel pressed into 
the college level in a school like grubbing all year. 
Harvey Mudd, where the stand- Disadvantages claimed: With 
ards and requirements ,are high, no grades, some students will 
and where all freshmen take the "goof off"; a number are grade· 
same courses. Some students motivated and need rewards to 
who have taken special courses keep up their standards. Where 
in their senior high school year does the system leave them? 
can get by with very litfle How about getting into graduate 
work. Others, who may be just school with grade transcripts for 
as bright, come in without hav- only three years? What about 
ing had advanced courses and students who want to transfer to 
are in some trouble. another college? 
Grades have a very negative Consensus of those proposing 
effect on some students, and as the new system is that probably 
a motivating factor are not al- the only time when students will 
ways successful. Often, students, goof off would be at finals, 
a11 of whom have been accus- which is felt to be little loss 
tomed to being tops in their since cramming itself is of 
class in high school, are dis- doubtful benefit. No real prob-
couraged when they fall into the lem is seen in getting into grad-
bottom half at Harvey Mudd, uate schools, since leading grad-
which it is certain 50 per cent uate schools are interested main-
will do. lY in the student's performance 
The "no-grade system" gives over the last two years of under-
a student a year's grace in graduate work. As to the prob-
which he can find himself before J lem of transferring to another 
grades are recorded on his I college, it is argued that trans-
transcript. As Dean Hotchkiss 'fer-qualifying exams can be 
puts it, "the student has a year I given and a professor can assign 
to learn how to study at the grades if the school the student 
college level before his grades wishes to transfer to requires 
are recorded in indelible ink." them. 
Dr. J. Arthur Campbell, pro- Courses under the new system 
fessor of chemistry and an early will be conducted much as they 
proponent of the gradeless year, have been-regular classes, 
points out that Harvey Mudd quizzes, exams and lab work. 
students come ·to college really Work will be corrected, graded 
eager to work, but the first and numbered, so that students 
thing they find out is that ex- will know how they are doing. 
pectations here are different But no final grale for the course 
than in high school. They find will be given. Grades and ranks 
that the "rules have changed; will not be made public. In addi-
they can't learn right off and tion, a student-faculty Committee 
get off to a bad start. Suddenly, on Planning the Freshman Year 
the grades have become a pen- I will look over suggested pro-
alty, not a reward, and they grams to make sure no one de-
can't change gears fast enough." partment demands an excessive 
Major advantage of the new I amount of a student's time. This 
system by the chairman of the will amount to a built-in safe-
Student Academic Council: It guard for a balanced effort. 
!FLOWER SAILE ffofl' !PARENTS WIEIEKtENrD> 
Pom Pom-FaBI ·CoDorr ... 
Carnations-Pink, White, lRedl 
Roses-Red 
.$2.~ 
.$2.00 
.......... $3.00 
MAKE YOUR MOM GLA.[O) SIHJIE1S VDS01i0NG 
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This 
Week 
1 
2 
3 
4 
WICB AM-FM Dial 
WICB TOP 10 
Lost 
Week 
1 WALK AWAY 
RENEE 
Left Banke 
2 PSYCHOTIC 
REACTION 
Count Five 
15 DANDY 
Herman's Hermits 
6 WHAT BECOMES 
OF THE BROKEN 
HEARTED 
10:00--Weekend Panorama-
host Dave Brown 
2 a.m.-Sign-off 
Sunday, October 23 
12:00--Sign-on and News 
12: 10--1\taster Control-Southern 
· Baptist Convention 
12:40-Weekend Panorama-host 
Mike Zimet 
3:00--Weekend Panorama-host 
Rick Hart 
6:00--Weekend Panorama-host 
Dee Adams 
8:30--Community Report 
9:00--Al Rosen Rock Show 
9:00--Escapade-host Chuck 
Pollock 
12:00--Sign-off 
Tuesday, October 25 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:1!>--Mutual News Commen-
tary-George Hamilton 
Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert-
host Jane Field, feautred 
work-Mozart, Concerto 
No. 17, Artur Rubinstein, 
pianist 
8:00-News 
WICB News 
Public service to the college 
community is one of the pri-
mary responsibilities of WICB 
radio. Only through a congruent 
balance between the entertain-
ment and informative fields can 
this professionalism be achieved. 
The bright and lively sound of 
tomorrow on all collegiate WICB-
AM provides the student with 
entertainment. It is the task of 
the news department to supply 
WICB's listeners with authori-
tative and factual news from the 
four corners of the world and 
broadcasting network. Mntual 
News, according to Larry, offers 
the student a source of actuali-
ties for national and interna-
tional news. Eventually it is the 
intention of WICB to procure 
more equipment and expand its 
network's news from only news 
on the hour to more comprehen-
sive reports. 
acquire his information from the 
station's teletype lines, pre-read 
the news, and re-write it accord-
ingly! Newscasting requires seri-
ously dedicated individuals. The 
hours are long and irregular and 
the personal renumeration is 
small. 
Jimmy Ruffin 
5 3 REACH OUT I'LL 
11:0!'>--Voices of Vista with ·Herb 
Oscar Anderson and 
Guests--Richard and the 
Young Lions 
8:10--Showtime-"Oklahoma" - from Ithaca. 
Larry and his staff are also at-
tempting to place more emphasis 
on state, local, and campus news. 
Several times a day local news 
has been incorporated into the 
newscasts. "Your Government in 
Action" series weekdays at 11:10 
p.m. is another feature of the 
expand!?d campus coverage. 
. When Larry isn't reading the 
news, deejaying the "It's what's 
happening" sound of WICB-AM, 
or, oh yes, studying; you are apt 
to find him discussing politics 
and current events. An avid 
sport enthusiast, Larry lists foot-
ball, basketball, and the whole 
-gamut of sports as his hobbies. 
Upon graduation Larry's aspira-
tions lie in the fields of either 
network news or advertising-
two areas in which !he will be 
well versed. 
BE THERE 
Four Tops 
Sound track with Gorden 
MacCrae and Shirley 
Jones 
6 16 POOR SIDE OF 
TOWN 
11: 10--Al Rosen continued 
12: 00--Sign-o'ff 9:00-Escapade--host Tony Destefano Johnny Rivers 
7 4 CHERISH 
Association 
8 8 HOORAY FOR 
HAZEL 
Tommy Roe 
9 17 HAVE YOU SEEN 
YOUR MOTHER, 
BABY, STAND-
ING IN THE 
SHADOW 
Rolling Stones 
10 9 LAST TRAIN TO 
CLARKSVILLE 
Monkees 
Pick Hit; LOOK THROUGH MY 
WINDOW 
Mama's and Papa's 
Compiled by Al Rosen 
FM Program Guide 
Thursday, October 20 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:1!>--Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert--
host Mitch Davis, fea-
tured work-Beethoven, 
Concerto No_ 1, Boston 
Symphony Orchestra, 
8:00--News 
8:10--Showtime-"Sweet Char-
ity"-Gwen Verdon and 
Broadway cast 
9:00-Escapade-host Tom Fen-
zel 
12:00-Sign-off 
Friday, October 21 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:l~Mutual News Commen-
mentary - George Hamil-
ton Combs 
6:30-After Dinner Concert--
host Basil Matychak, fea-
tured work - Shostako-
vitch, Violin Concerto Op. 
99, Dimitri Mitropoulis 
and Philharmonic Sym-
phony Orchestra of New 
York 
8:00-;--News 
8:10-Special Programming 
9:00-Escapade-host Ed Tobias 
12:00-The World of Jazz with 
Jeff Sedwin 
Saturday, October 22 
12:00-Sign-on and News 
12:10-Weekend Panorama-host 
Rick Markham 
1:4~IC Football vs. C. W. 
Post 
4:00-Panorama of Folk Music 
· with Bob Shulman 
6:00-Weekend Panorama-
host Bill Hergonson 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Featuring the Singing of 
Charlie Star every 
Friday & Saturday nites 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 
272-9715 
Patterson1s 
Mobilgas 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
Monday, October 24 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:1!>--Mutual News Commen-
tary-Ge'lrge Hamilton 
Combs 
6: !!>-After Dinner Concert-
host Richard Seewald, 
feautred work - Schoen-
berg: Verklaerte Nacht, 
Op_ 4, The Marlboro 
Music Festival, Rudolpf 
Serltin 
8:00--News 
8: 10--Sound Track Five-starr-
ing Al Martino 
8:15-Stars for Defense starring 
Roy Hamilton 
8:30--"Music from Ithaca'-
Ithaca College Orchestra 
directed by Don Wells, 
selections by Mozart and 
Moussorgsky 
Hallowe'en may bring 
Tricks or Treats, but 
always c:ards from 
CHARJAN'S 
Corner State & Tioga 
Listen to the 
David I. Stewart '67 show 
3:00 WTKO 
Wednesday, October 26 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:l~Mutual Dinner Commen-
tary-George Hamilton 
Combs 
6:30-After Dinner Concert -
host Lynn Reina, fea-
tured work-Schumann, 
Symphony No. 4 Boston 
Symphony Orchestra-
Erich Leinsdorf 
8:00-News 
8:00-News 
8:10-Voiccs of Vista starring 
Morton Gould 
8:3~Best of the New Albums 
"The Best of Si Zenter, 
Vol. II" 
9:00-Escapade-host Don 
Berman 
12:00-Sign-off 
RUSSELL'S fii:i:ii1 
SERVICE~ 
STATION 
211 W. STATE ST. 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
Open 24 Hours-7 Days 
273-3711 
-*-,;ck o, UeaL Welcome v;,;,o" ;n 
these superbly tailored John Meyer niceties. 
The handsomely proportioned treats include: 
irresistible Panel-A skimmer in shet/and $26. 
Under it, the Bermuda cotton p;int shirt $ 8. 
Open daily 9:45 to 5: 15 
Friday nite 'til 9 p.m. 
CLOSED MONDAY 
Phone AR 2-5000 
State & Tioga Streets 
Larry Price, a sophomore from 
Parker, New York, is the di-
rector of WICB news. It is his 
duty to correlate all news cov-
erage and special events pro-
gramming. WICB is one of the 
few collegiate stations in this 
country associated with a major 
To provide continuous news 
coverage, Larry has divided the 
newscasting tasks into eighteen 
shifts. When a person is assigned 
a shift, it is his responsibility to 
Gun and Tackle Center 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
Forecast: COLD WEATHER AHEAD 
YOUNG WOMEN neoded to pose for a 
series of photographic st11dleB. Excel-
let1t elLrtling posalbWtleB. CAll Robert 
Artlnlan~B4.4.-6012 or wrlto Box 317. 
Dryden, N.Y-
Heavy cold weather jackets available and a general line 
of cold weather apparrel--Gloves, socks, shoes, gobneck 
sweaters, shirts. SUPPORT THE 
UNITED FUND OPEN EVENINGS 272-9577 504 W. STATE ST. 
Restaurants & Carry-Outs Restaurants & Carry-Outs 
THE NEW 
COLLEGE SPA 
George Atsedes, Your Host 
College Spa the ~ 
216 E. STATE STREET 
PIZZA and SUBS 
by 
PIRRO'S 
Speedy delivery to 
your door -
4 p.m. 'til 2 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
AR2-1950 
ti! .UowARDj011 nson'S , Restaurant 
Rt. 13 & Triphammer Rd. 
FISH FRY 
(ALL YOU CAN EAT) 
·~ 
Fried Fish, Lemon Wedge 
:ft, 
French Fried Potatoes, Cole Slaw 
Tartare Sauce 
Assorted Breads and Butter 
$1.29 
Every Wednesday & Friday from--5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
McDonald\ 
All AMERICAN 
100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGERS-not made from frozen 
meat - but top quality beef ground fresh dally. McDonald's 
Hamburgers are served hot off the grlll on 'toasted buns -
the, way you like 'em bestl 
CRISP GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH FRI~ from chotco 
#1 Idaho potatoes - prepared to your taste and served 
piping hot. You never had them so goodl 
TRIPLE-THICK DAIRY SHAKES-smooth and creamy-tho 
good old-fashioned ldnd made lust rightl 
McDonalds All American $.55 
look for the golden arches 
Me Donald's___.. 
\' 
[: 
She feels like whistling it-
shouting it-singing it 
she's so sure of it! 
Give her a diamond from 
PATTENS JEWELERS 
\. 
306 E. State St. 
Est. 1919 
The Lyons Den 
Post Could be-Tough 
Perkins Heads 
World Conference 
Reprinted through courtesy of by Alex Block the Cornell Dail11 Sun. 
another Electro cardiagram test President Johnson announced 
(EKG) late this week, probably Monday he has appointed Uni-
Friday; he has a bruise received versity President James A. Per-
against Cortland in the area of kins to help organize a world 
the heart; if it is a bruise to conference on education sched-
the heart he will probably need uled for 1967. 
"We expect to see the ball in 
the air a lot" . . . "this is one 
of the best Post teams we have 
seen", thi,'l coach Richard Lyons 
reported on the upcoming game 
against C. W. Post. "They have 
a sophomore tight end, Wupper, 
who is 6'-6", 235 pounds. Last 
week against Kings Point he 
caught three touchdown passes," 
Lyons continued, "their captain 
and flankerback, a fellow named 
Cassese is one of the most dang-
erous receivers we will face all 
more rest; there is no way of The conference, which will 
knowing if he will play against probably be held in the United 
Post until shortly before game States, is expected to discuss 
time ... Ed Kowalski, 6'2", 200 the educational needs of var-
pound sophomore tackle, out ious nations and how they can 
since the West Chester game is best be met. 
expected to return to action this Mr. Perkins will assist John 
week ... Post will present their W. Cardner, Secretary of 
year." always strong passing attack bal- Health, Education and Welfare 
C. W. Post has usually out- anced with a strong running at- in organizing the project. ' 
weighed Ithaca on the line (in tack this year . . . against Sus- Johnson announced the ap-
recent years), but this year they quehanna Paul "Scooter" Giroux pointment in a speech at the 
have trimmed down and im- threw a touchdown block for East-West Center of the Univer-
proved their hitting line. Post Iezzi on his second TD, and sity of Hawaii in Honolulu. The 
stands to give the tight Ithaca Iezzi in turn threw a touchdown center is an educational insti-
defense one of their toughest block for Giroux on his TD tution for students from both 
tests of the year. C. W. Post plunge ... speaking of blocking, sides of the Pacific and is sup-
comes into the game with a Coach Lyons had nothing but ported by the government. 
2-1-1 record; including lopsided praise for Marangi and Gehler; Johnson said the project is 
victories over Northeastern and he called Gehler an excellent designed to "take a fresh look 
Kings Point, a tie with Alfred, backfield blocker . . . the team at the world's educational 
and a tough loss to Cortland. The played last Saturday's game fl)r needs" by convening leading 
scouting reports: "The toughest "Faz", they even matched the educators from throughout the 
Post team I have seen to date" score to his game jersey num- world. 
according to Coach John Polo. her (coincidence only, I have A White House spokesman 
watch for: the forementioned- been asured) . . Coach Lyons told The Sun last night Mr. 
feels Paul Giroux, the Bomber's Perkins' role will involve the 
Cassese, flankerback; Wupper, sophomore quarterback lived up organizing of the world confer-
the sophomore tight end; and two to his potential last Saturday- encc. 
good passing quarterbacks - good running and passing . . . He will . organize and direct 
Stewart, last year's reserve QB; look for a tough one against t~e planmng conference this 
and Carr, a sophomore. Post . . . GOOD LUCK BOMB-1 wmter to set 1;1P an agen_da for 
• 
1 
, the full meetmg later 1n the 
'-------------.l Grid Notes: Fazio will take ERS. year, the spokesman said. 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
Ktnt11ck11 fried CkickeK e 
Open 11 A.M. - 9 P .M. Everyday 
704 W. Buffalo Street 
Ithaca, N.Y. Phono 273-8444 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
Stone House Inn 
1457 E. Shore. Dr., Rt. 34 
'V 
DELIGHTFUL ATMOSPHERE 
FOR COCKTAILS AND 
DINING 
Overlooking Cayuga lake 
AR 2-9882 
Closed Mondays 
Rosebud 
Tostee - Freez 
316 Elmira Rd. 
Sodas o Sundaes 
SO Flavors of Shakes 
Hamburgers 
Hot Dogs 
11 :00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Restaurant 
V 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
fine eating at low prices 
Just right for Student budgets 
V 
111 E. State St 
SPECIAL 
From HAL's to you 
0 
Sunday Breakfast 
Delicious cream cheese 
and smoked salmon bagles 
Lox and Eggs 
Smoked white fish platter 
0 
Hal's Delicatessen 
309 E. State St. 
rm O ><IOU&,._...C:===--
Delivery to all dorms 
$1.00 extra 
AR 3-7765 
Home of the Burger Family 
A& W Dro,;,e D ITil 
323 ELMIRA RD., ITHACA 
FREE RIDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'S SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student D!nner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSID~ 
RESTAURANT 
Elmira Road and Meadow St. 
where the GOOD food is 
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Soccer Squad to Face 
Year§ Hardest Game 
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. on Allen 
Field the Ithaca College soccer 
team meets Hartwick College in 
whate promises to be an exciting 
game. Hartwick with only one 
loss on the season is probably 
the best team l.C. will play this 
year according to Coach Wood. 
The Ithaca team must win this 
game to remain as one of the 
better soccer teams in New York 
state. The Bombers have lost 
one game and tied two. 
Hartwick, led by a boy named 
Papadakis, lost to Colgate 2-1 in 
winning. All of these factors com-
bined foresee what will be one 
of the best soccer games on the 
hill this year. 
Low Manpower 
Again Blanks 
Cross- Country 
by Larry Hinton 
an overtime period. In an over- Lack of manpower was once 
time game against Cortland State again the insurmountable ob-
Ithaca tied 1-1. Papadakis, an All stacle for the Ithaca College 
American in his freshman year cros~ountry team as they 
will come into head to head con: traveled to Clinton, New York 
tact with Janos Benedek, I.C.'s to meet Hamilton in their fourth 
All American soccer player. The dual meet of the season on Sat-
visiting team will be coming to urday. 
South Hill after playing Army on Coach Greene did not even 
Wednesday and they can't afford· have enough runners to make 
to loose or even tie the Bombers. the match an official contest. 
Besides Benedek, Dale Dirk Hence, a practice meet was held 
and Tony Diagostino will provide with no official score or record~ 
stiff offensive competition. The being kept. 
defense headed by goalie Pete It is worth mentioning, how-
Anderson will need all the speed ever, that this year's outstanding 
and fine play that Steve Kuzman performer, sophomore Tom W.U-
and Bob Joly, defensive stand- Iiams, continued his fine efforts 
outs, can muster to keep Hart- by fininshing second in the race, 
wick from scoring. Lonnie Schils- Inissing victory by a scant yard 
tra, Terry Habecker, Larry Buck- and a half. 
ely and Ray Fell will also have to The varsity cross-country squad 
turn in their first rate play. continues to flounder in tl:te 
Both teams want to win and midst of a winless season. Three 
both will put extra effort into more dual meets remain on the 
Student Bowling 
!League Now 
Being Formed 
Student bowling leagues are 
now being formed and will begin 
competition on Monday, October 
24. Each game will cost 25 cents. 
There are a few possible open-
ings in the following leagues: 
Monday 6:00-Mixed Doubles 
Monday 6:00-Men's Handicap 
Tuesday 8:30-Men's Classic 
Thursda 6:00-Men's Handicap 
Friday 6:00-Mixed Doubles 
Applications should be handed 
in no later than 12:00 noon 
on Monday, October 24 to either 
Mr. DeLuca, Room 17 of the 
Physical Education Building or 
Dave Greenberg, Dorm 22, Room 
101B. 
schedule, the next being with 
Hartwick at Oneonta on Satur-
day, the 22nd. This, too, may 
have to be run unofficially, as 
Coach Greene is not sure as yet 
whether he will be able to field 
an entire squad. 
Hurst Announces 
Varsity Cagers 
To Sta rt Practice 
Varsity basketball practice 
will begin October 26th it was 
announced by Coach Hurst. 
Freshman practice begins Nov. 
1st. Both practices will be held 
at 3:15 in the Exhibition gym 
of the Physical Education Build-
ing. 
Coach Hurst said that the 
men out for fall sports should 
report at the completion of their 
resepctive schedules. 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
PARTHENON 
RESTAURANT 
For a combination 
of good food 
and pleasant 
atmosphere 
116 N. Aurora Street 
Ithaca 
Just Across From The 
Grand Union 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
WITHIN WALKING DDSTANCIE 
SANDWICHES COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
IFRIEE IDIED..BVIEIR.Y with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
MON - SAT 11 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
Call 272-1379 
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le.zzi goes 93 yds. for the 1-llne Touchdown 
Strong Bomber Squad 
Trumps Susquehanna 
Rebounding from two consecu-
tive losses the previous two 
weeks Ithaca College in their 
strongest effort of the season 
downed Susquehanna 41 to 7. 
In their first home victory of 
the year the Bombers put on 
their best offensive effort scor-
ing four of the five times they 
had possession in the first half, 
and in every period. 
Ithaca built up a 21 point lead 
in the first period as Susque-
hanna never was a serious threat. 
Dan Iezzi, having his best day 
in varsity competition, scored on 
a 25 yard jaunt the first time 
Ithaca had possession. 
Susquehanna's lone tally came 
in the second period as quarter-
back Wayne Liddick carried the 
ball over the one. Scoring for 
his second time Ithaca half back 
Dan Iezzi returned the Susque-
hanna kickoff 93 yards for a 
touchdown. 
Quarteback P a u l G i r o u x, 
starting his first varsity game, 
ran and passed the Ithaca of-
fense superbly connecting on 
five of seven passes for thirty-
esven yards. 
Reserve halfback Rick Gehler, 
replacing the injured F r a n k 
Fazio, scored the final Bomber 
six-pointer on a ten yard pass 
play from Frank Slattery. 
by Alex Block 
most of the day. Last week I Ithaca - Giroux 4 run (Szabo 
against J u n i a t a they passed kick) 
thirty-seven times. Ithaca-Gehler 10 pass from Slat-
Susquehanna o 7 o 0- 7 tery (Szabo kick) 
Ithaca 21 6 7 7-41 Stat. on Susquehanna game: IC Sus. U. 
Ithaca-Iezzi 25 run (Szabo kick) First Downs 16 8 
Ithaca-Niedzwiedz 21 run (Szabo Yards Rushing 165 114 
kick) Passes intercepted O · O 
Ithaca-Marangi 13 run (Szabo Yards passing 72 42 
kick) Tot. yds. gained 232 156 
Susquehanna - Liddick 1 run Punts-Avg. 4-32 10-37 
(Etzwieler kick) Fmnbles-lost 1-1 1-0 
Ithaca-Iezzi 93 run (kick failed) Yards penalized 46 fn 
Frosh Prop First 
to St. Lawrence 
by Alex Block 
Scoring twice in the fourth 
period the St. Lawrence downed 
the Ithaca College freshman 19 
to 6 last Friday on South Hill 
field. Both teams showed strong 
defense, as the Ithaca yearlings 
were unable to penetrate no 
deeper than the St. Lawrence 34. 
St. Lawrence scored first after 
recovering one of several Ithaca 
fumbles in the second period. 
Lawrence tallied the winning 
measure on a sixty yard pass 
play. St. Lawrence scored onca 
more with forty-two seconds left 
in the game on a sustained drive. 
This was the first loss against 
one victory for the freshman 
Bobers; who tomorrow take on 
the University of Buffalo frosh 
at home. 
St. Lawrence 
Ithaca 
0 6 0 13-19 
0 0 0 6-6 
St. Lawrence-Sharion 5 run (kick 
failed) 
IC-Mahler 58 run (kick snap 
fumbled; run failed) 
Sports Scope 
.. by Alex Block 
The cheering was loucl and frequent. Sixty vocal rooters 
who would . not quit outcheered a thousand quiet fans who 
would not start! 
Comments heard after last Saturday's shelacking of Sus-
quehanna included: "boring," "ridiculous," ( and of course) 
"Why didn't they bring a football team instead of that bunch 
of--!" Susquehanna did bring a football team, one that never 
quit even though they were outmanned, overpowered, and out-
scored from the-word GO! They played all day as if one quick 
come from behind toucndown could win it for them. 
The most surprising part of the whole· afternoon was the 
Susquehanna band and cheerleaders. They could be heard 
above the entire Ithaca "rooting" section; a fact which must 
have cheered their field forces considerably! It is not just that 
it was unusual to have seen the band and cheerleaders ac-
companying the team, it was amazing considering this was 
Susquehanna's fourteenth consecutiv~ loss. Susque~anna has 
not tasted victory since 1964. Susquehanna. is not a team ac-
customed to losing. Before dropping their final game of 1964-
to Youngstown they had won their previous 36 out of 37 games, 
including what had been the longest winning streak in college 
football (22 in a row from 1960 to 1963 ). That does not make 
Ithaca's eleven game winning streak look quite as fabulous. 
I wonder if under similar circumstances Ithaca would have 
sent along their cheerleaders and a brass band to Susquehanna. 
I wonder if the Ithaca rooters would hollar "Block that Kick" 
after the opposition scored their seventh touchdown to our 
one. Susquehanna's 60 ( 54 band members and six cheerleaders) 
were yelling louder for a loser than Ithaca's 1000 (fans) were 
for a winner. -
Like everyone else at Ithaca College 90 per cent of the 
time I do not even mimic the cheerleaders ( who must be 
getting quite frustrated), let alone cheer on a losing cause 
to the end. Ithaca could continue to lose, I wonder if the fans 
could stay winners? 
• • • 
Congratulations to the Dark Horses, winners of the MIAA 
all-college touch football championship. The Dark Horses 
were under sometimes student, full time coach Tom Corcoran. 
The team's average weight was 201 pounds per man. Who says 
touch football is the small man's game? 
• • • 
Dark Horses 
Cc,p M.I.A.A. 
Grid Finals 
by "Hulk" 
For the Dark Horses and the 
Magnificent Men, an entire sea-
son of M.LA.A. touch football 
was decided in eight plays. 
Both teams scored once in the 
championship, game, with neither 
team able to convert the point 
after touchdown. With the score 
tied at six all at the end of the 
regulation game, the M.I.A.A. 
"Sudden Death Overtime" rule 
came into effect. Here, each 
team is given four plays to ad-
vance the ball as far as they 
can. The team that gains the 
most yards is declared the win-
ner. 
The Magnificent Men scram-
bled for twenty plus yards in 
their four attempts, but it 
proved to be too few as the 
Dark Horses covered more than 
that distance in their first two 
overtime tries. 
Outstanding, for the Magnifi-
cent Men were Dale Ellis and 
Jim Bates, the receivers of the 
Lone Magnificent Men's touch-
down. 
Bob Wolf and Dave Rosenthal 
led the Dark Horses to the 
championship with Wolf catching 
the Dark Horse touchdown pass 
from Rosenthal and later icing 
the game with another fine 
catch . 
Frank Fazio, Ithaca's leading ground gainer (301 yards on As M.I.A.A's touch football 
42 carries, for an average of 7.5 yards), missed last Saturdays champions, the members of the 
game against Susquehanna with what has been· described ~s a Dark Horses will sign a football 
chest injury. Rick Gehler, sophomore halfback did a magnifi- which will be displayed in the 
cent job in backing up Fazio and keeping the balance in the showcase windows in the gym. 
Ithaca backfield. nasium. 
Charles Boykin's 
Body Shop 
Radiator-Body Work-Glass 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
THE 
ORIENTAL 
SHOP 
This was the fourth loss of the 
season for winless Susquehanna, 
and their fourteenth in· a row 
over three seasons. For the 
Bombers this was their second 
win in five games. 
There was no further scoring 
until 5:48 in the final quarter, 
when Ithaca's middle guard Don 
Menges blocked an attempted 
Larries field goal and Steve Mil-
ler picked it up for a 58 yard 
touchdown romp, making the 
score 6-6. 
St. Lawrence-Thompson 60, pass 
from Rigabar (kick failed) Chinese, Japanese 
East Asian Susquehanna, behind all the 
way never gave up, keeping the 
pressure on a superior Ithaca 
squad all day. 
The Ithaca defense had an-
other good day as what had 
previously been a predominant-
ly passing Susque?ianna squad 
was forced to stay on the ground 
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After trading the ball on a 
punt and an interception St. 
St. Lawrence-Rigabar 15 run 
(kick good) 
TRAILWAYS 
ANNOUNCES 
3 Trips daily to New York City 
7:40 A.M. 1:40 P.M. 6:45 P.M. 
Swinger's Special Friday-
leaves 1:40 p.m. non-stop to New York- arrives 6:45 p.m. 
Dlf tickets are pure.hosed in advance at 
United Cigar Store 
120 N, Aurora St. - 272-4980 
_lSus Will Pick Up al I.C.'s Entrance 
Bomber Defense Crushes Susquehanna 
Pre-Season SKI SALE 
featuring selection- of Hart discontinued metal skiis 
20% off 
ski parkas, boots, wood skiis 
Oldest & Most Reliable ski shop_ in Ithaca 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
PHQNE AR 3-3030 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
Featuring 15c Hamburgers 
Also Fish, Shrimp, Chicken & Chill Con Carne 
211 Elmira Rd AR3-0407 
Across from Grand Union 
Foods 
Oriental Gifts 
Pottery Teak 
AR2-7710 
130 E. GREEN ST., ITHACA 
A Free Chicken Dinner to 
Colonel Sander's 
Chick of the Day 
Kathy Michaels 
Class of '67 
Rooster of the Day 
Robert Lorenz 
Class of '67 
Please bring this entire 
issue along with identifica-
tion to our store. 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
Ktntuek11 fried Ckiek~o 
704 W. Buffalo St. 
AR3-8444 
